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Q. Ethical Issues Regarding Abortion & The Catholic Church’s Teaching on it 

Abortion was one of the issues in which modern bioethical reflection begun. 

It is an issue which has been bitterly debated for centuries, but in particular 

recent times where there are new threats to human life on an alarming scale

facilitated by new technologies, ideas & social developments, often within 

the complicity of ‘ the powers of the world’ & leading to the development of 

a veritable ‘ culture of death’ (EV). There are many ethical issues 

surrounding abortion leading to pro-life verses pro-choice. 

The Catholic Church also has much to say on this issue which can be dated 

back centuries. For many in our society, the prospect of new life is not 

greeted with joy. The attitude towards life is sometimes negative. Some lives

are seen an undesirable. Our society has devised ways of disposing of them 

through abortion when the pregnancy is unwanted, when screening has 

identified a genetic or other medical problem, or even when the baby’s sex is

not what the parent’s desire. But for those who are Christian, the idea that 

we are made in God’s image should impel us to see how important every life 

is & how each one must be treated with respect. 

Catholic teaching rests on this foundation, respecting life unequivocally from 

conception until natural death. If many Christians have nonetheless become 

unsure about the morality of abortion, the lack of clarity represents failure in 

the face of pressure from surrounding culture. The power and importance of 

law is shown precisely in the fact that so many of us, even when we should 

know better, permit our moral judgements to be shaped by the current state 

of our law – supposing mistakenly that what the law permits must be morally

permissible. 
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Ones understanding of the nature of the foetus determine whether abortion 

is morally good or bad. The church can hardly ignore abortion; it not only 

tempts & harms their members, but also does grave harm to all involved in 

it. Once man decides it’s his prerogative to play God, basically no life would 

be safe. The creator is the soul end & no one can claim when to end a life. 

The abortion debate asks whether it can be morally right to terminate a 

pregnancy before normal childbirth. 

Some people think abortion is always wrong, some think it is right when the 

mother’s life is at risk, and others think there is a range of circumstances in 

which abortion is morally acceptable. The moral debate about abortion deals 

with two separate questions; 1. Is abortion morally wrong 2. Should abortion 

be legal or illegal, there are also more secondary questions to this debate. If 

we conclude abortion is not morally wrong, that doesn’t mean that it is right 

to have an abortion: we need to ask whether having an abortion is the best 

thing to do in each particular case. 

If we conclude abortion is morally wrong, that doesn’t mean that it is always 

impermissible, we need to ask if having an abortion is less wrong than the 

alternatives. People are generally pro-life or pro-choice and feel very strongly

on their stance. The issue remains very topical because the foetus is a ‘ 

silent victim’ being entirely innocent and defenceless, even though in certain

circumstances it may be fatal to the mother’s well – being. 

The secular argument about abortion covers several issues: 1. what gives a 

being the right to life 2. Is a foetus a human being? 3. Is it the sort of being 

who has the right to life? 4. Is a foetus a separate being from its mother? 5. If
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the foetus has the right to life, does it take priority over the mother’s right to

control her own body? These problems can be restated in terms of the sort of

decisions that pregnant women and their doctors have to face: 

1. Does the foetus have the right to be carried in the womb until it’s ready to

be born? 2. Under what circumstances if ever, can we take an ‘ innocent’ 

human life 3. Is any other right more important than the right to life? E. g. a 

woman’s right to decide what to do with her own body? 4. If the woman’s life

is in danger over the pregnancy, how do we decide who’s right should 

prevail? The argument against abortion deems it always wrong because it is 

the deliberate killing of a foetus, an innocent human being. If we accept the 

foetus has the right to life we face a two-fold problem: abortion = wrong 

unless it serves some right of the mother that is as morally important as the 

foetus right to life. The right to life outweighs another person’s right to 

control her own body thus abortion = wrong unless it serves some greater 

right of the mother than the right to control her own body. The only such 

right is the mothers own right to life. Abortion = wrong unless to save 

mother’s life. 

One secular argument is not concerned with the rights of the foetus but with 

whether law & morality have any business interfering in the matter at all. A 

pregnant woman’s claim ‘ I can do with my body as I wish, I can get an 

abortion if I want’, the pregnant woman’s right to privacy has become 

pervasive. The argument couched in the language of foetal ‘ viability’ was 

fundamental in the US supreme courts 1973 Woe verses Wade decision. 
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Although modified in more recent cases, the central determination of that 

decision remains in effect; at least until a foetus is ‘ viable’ and can live 

outside the mother’s womb, the pregnant woman cannot be legally 

prohibited from obtaining an abortion. I do not believe this argument 

succeeds at least as a general argument that a woman can never be obliged 

to carry a pregnancy to term. It accepts and is based upon individualism as 

to suppose that we have obligations to others only if we consent to them. 

this is a poor model for understanding a parent-child bond. This argument 

reminds us to pay attention to the bond between the mother & child. 

Two individual human lives are involved here; yet they are so intimately 

united that we really have no analogue in our experience to describe their 

bond. It is unfair to the mother if we require her always to sustain this bond? 

After all, even after birth a child is dependent upon its mother for care & we 

would not grant that she could kill the child in order to be relieved of that 

burden, why should abortion which is killing before birth be any different? 

Denies the responsibility of the mother for her unaccepted foetus (see 

violinist metaphor). 

But it is different in one respect, after a child is born the rest of us may 

assume some or all of the burdens of its care before birth we cannot. There 

are as mentioned no analogues in our experience to the relation between 

mother and foetus so we must ask again; is it unfair to the mother if we 

claim that she ought to sustain their bond, a bond she may after all not have 

desired or sought? When the privacy argument is used as a general principle

to govern abortion decisions, it essentially confirms the view that 

pregnancies & children = private responsibility of the woman. 
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But the privacy argument is flawed, although it may sound attractive, it 

merely distances us from the ethical argument but eventually brings us back

to the problem of the rights of the foetus and one of the biggest Q’s of 

abortion, is the foetus a ‘ person’? In order to qualify it a person? Everyone 

agrees adult humans have the right to life, some say a fertilised cell resulting

from conception does not have the right to life, thus the right to life is 

required sometime between these two points but when? 

It has been said that if we are unsure of what stage a foetus becomes a 

being with the right to life, we should assume that it does have this right as 

this will do least damage to the foetus. Some argue life begins at conception,

the moment of fertilisation being an entirely logical point to choose, it’s one 

of the few points that isn’t arbitrary/difficult to judge as an egg is either 

fertilised or not, at this point the fertilised egg has begun to develop into a 

separate & unique human being & contains the full genetic code of a human 

being = not a good argument as so too do all the cells of the body. 

This only makes the beginning of biological life & some believe biological life 

is not sufficient to give the foetus the right to life. Aristotle suggests forty 

days male and 90 days female = purely arbitrary times and certainly no 

reason for males & females to get the right to life at diff stages of dev. The 

idea came from Aristotle’s three stage theory of life: vegetable / conception, 

animal/animation, rational/after live birth. 

Some believe life begins at the first stage of brain activity = logical, marks 

necessary state for many of the characteristics that some people think a 

moral person has to possess, but it doesn’t demonstrate that the foetus is 
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actually ‘ conscious’ (viability of the foetus). Some think life begins when the 

foetus could survive outside the womb = most common criterion when 

drafting laws regulating abortion. Christian answers to this Q have been 

shaped by the interaction of biblical & theological concerns with changing 

philosophical & scientific understandings. 

Christians pondered the significance of biblical stories of Jacob & Esau, John 

the Baptist & Jesus in the mother’s womb. They considered the significance 

of original sin & the necessity of baptism. They reflected upon what it meant 

that Jesus had assumed the whole of human life. They were affected by 

theories that distinguished the formed from the unformed foetus, by 

performanist theories which held that all parts of the organism pre-exist in 

its first germ & gradually unfold or develop over time. 

They debated whether the soul of each new person was created by God from

nothing & infused at some point into the embryo or whether soul & body as a

single entity were transmitted in the sexual act from parents to offspring. 

Aquinas carefully articulated a distinction between the formed & unformed 

foetus in the creationist view that the soul was infused by God into the 

formed foetus. Over time however, due to pressure from theological 

argument & scientific understanding, the creation of the soul was pushed 

back to the time of conception & the importance between any distinction of 

formed & unformed foetus was lessened. 

Biblical & theological reasons have directed our attention to the beginnings 

of life, & increased scientific knowledge has clarified the nature of those 

beginnings. We cannot claim that the bible itself establishes the point at 
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which individual life begins, although it surely directs our attention to the 

value of foetal life (Ps. 139: 13-16). This psalm depicts a God who does not 

value achievement more than potential who cares even for the weakest and 

least developed among us. 

More important has been the Christological teaching that in Jesus, God has 

lived & redeemed the entirety of human life, from the very beginnings to the 

death toward which we all go. He has been with us in the darkness of the 

womb as he will be in the darkness of the tomb. For Christian teaching & 

imagination however great or limited our capacities we are all ‘ fellow 

foetuses’ (Paul Ramsey). Before God we have no claims/achievements to 

boast & we can stand with confidence before God only because the whole of 

our life has been taken up into the death & resurrection of Jesus. 

We have therefore good theological reason to affirm the continuity of life 

from its earliest beginnings to its last breath. The Catechism of the CC says 

human life must be respected & protected absolutely from the moment of 

conception and that, from the first moment of existence, a human being 

must be recognised as having the rights of a person. Moreover advancing 

knowledge of embryological development indicates that the beginning of the

mammalian body plan are laid down from the time of fertilisation. The newly 

fertilised ovum has a top-bottom axis that sets up an equivalent axis in the 

embryo. 

Eg. Where the head & feet will sprout is established in the first hours after 

sperm & egg unite. Even the earliest embryo is more than just a featureless 

collection of cells; it is an integrated self-developing organism capable of the 
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continued development that characterises human life – & we are right to 

react with awe & wonder at the mystery of its individual existence. 

No universally accepted definition. If the view of our earliest beginning is 

correct, we of his/her lives develop when fertilisation occurs. That person 

does not yet look like us, but looks very much as we did when we were that 

age. He lacks many of the capacities we take for granted as adults, but so 

did we at that stage of our lives & so may we again at a future stage of our 

dev. Over the last several decades personhood has been used to deny 

protection of the developing foetus. The term points out a set of capacities i. 

e. consciousness, self – awareness, ability to feel pain, minimal capacity for 

relationships with others & self – motivation capacity. 

‘ Personhood’ becomes something a living human being may/may not 

possess & the class of persons becomes smaller perhaps considerably 

smaller than the class of living human beings. If we add that only persons 

have the right to have their right protected or at least that the only persons 

have a right of protection equal to ours. We have of course offered a 

justification for abortion. Foetal life may be of value, but lacking personhood 

its claim upon us cannot be sufficient to rule out abortion. ‘ personhood’ 

arguments have more obvious difficulties, if they justify abortion may they 

not justify considerable none as well? 

Given the description there will be new borns, senile elderly & retarded who 

do not qualify as ‘ persons’ & who thus do not have as strong a claim upon 

us for protection and care as full-fledged persons do. Personhood arguments 

= exclusive rather than inclusive in their understanding of human 
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community. Personhood argument mistakenly assumes that these 

distinguishing characteristics constitute qualifications for members in the 

human community. But to be a member of our community with a claim for 

care equal an individual need not to possess these capacities. 

To ‘ qualify’ for membership he need only be begotten of human parents. 

Each of our personal histories begins with very limited capacity & may end 

the same personhood is not a thing we possess only at some moments in 

that history; we are persons throughout it. Donum Vitae (the gift of life), an 

important church teaching from 1987, tells us that we are to be treated as 

persons from the moment of conception. Personhood cannot be proved or 

disapproved from philosophical argument; in fact, different jurisdictions have

asserted that personhood begins at different times on the human 

development scale. 

The law in the UK says we are not person until we are born. Until we are 

persons by that definition we have no legal rights. That means that the 

woman (who can already be called a mother) is the only one during her 

pregnancy who has rights & therefore, who may determine if the baby 

should continue to exist or receive medical treatment. Many people find this 

argument irrational. The law in this and other countries has been open to 

challenge: in fact, mothers who have lost their unborn children as a result of 

a car accident have challenged it & been awarded damages for their loss. 

Catholic teaching emphasises the personhood of the tiny organism that 

develops without interruption from the time of conception. Other views of 

personhood have to invent or decide upon other starting points, mainly to 
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accommodate the intent to override any legal status the new life with 

otherwise require by virtue of existence. Philosophers debate personhood, & 

laws may declare when personhood begins, but every woman who becomes 

pregnant knows that pregnancy of necessity means that another person (the

father) is involved. Why else does pregnancy cause so much joy for some & 

so much anxiety for those who are not open to that new life? 

A societal denial about personhood enables us to allow abortion as a choice. 

This is not the case in every country, however, which further highlights the 

inadequacy & wrongness of most judicial & philosophical versions of 

personhood. What we accept about persons from our biblical heritage 

applies to every person, including the embryo. From the OT we learn that our

personhood flows from being made in God’s image. In the NT, Paul tells us of

the privilege we have in being part of the body of Chris, as well as reminding 

us of the responsibilities we have to the members of the body. 

These factors are important for Catholics to consider at every stage of life & 

are extremely relevant when it comes to technological ways of bringing 

human life into being. Helen Watt ‘ abortion is not a mere withdrawal of 

support’. No prima facile duty to be a good Samaritan. Mother & foetus have 

a genetic rel, thus mother is the most appropriate person to decide on the 

foetus best interests – including death. 

At conception we are already persons, not potential persons. Although in our 

initial stages of development we are not yet capable of exercising our 

wonderful capacities for reasoning & free choice. This ‘ radical capacity’ is 

open to ‘ actual capacity’ & this in turn with growth allowed is open to ‘ 
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further education’. Finnis would have none of the philosophical talk which 

says that we can’t know the kind of being that we are talking about – an 

unborn child. According to Finnis moral status is a matter no of ‘ choice or 

grant or convention, but of recognition’. 

Thus talk about conferring moral status is deeply confused about the nature 

of morality & moral status. The very idea of human rights & stats ‘ is of 

someone who matters whether we like it or not even those as at bottom an 

equal, because like us in nature as a substantial kind of being. (Brain surgery

wiping memory story would brain not be that of newborn or early embryo 

importance of identity & one’s continued existence over time). Same person 

before and after and like a newborn need the radical capacity for continued 

life as the one and only person he already is. 

That would be favouring one species. Thus being a member of the human 

species does not confer the right to life. The reason certain beings have 

moral worth & are valuable is because they have certain 

properties/characteristics i. e. self-awareness, understanding of desires the 

capacity to envisage the future & to feel pain. The unborn has none of these 

abilities not even to feel pain. Until 18weeks of gestation. Even the newborn 

does not have the same rights as he or she will have later on in life. ‘ being 

human in the biological sense is of no intrinsic human significance’. 

He has consistently said to kill an unborn or newborn child is not to kill a 

human person in his eyes. Allowing abortion is allowing infanticide, just as 

pro-lifers have always argued. You cannot draw a moral bright line between ‘

before birth’ & ‘ after birth’ it won’t work because if the former is morally 
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good then so is the latter. It seems the characteristics means the child does 

not require equal rights for several years after birth. Wrote if we compare a 

severely handicapped human with a dog or pig = superior capacities, the 

quality of life that each human has or can achieve. 

With unwavering consistency & the strongest emphasis, they denounced the 

practice, not simply as inhuman, but as definitely murder’. The moral 

judgement was dependent upon the view, almost universally held for at least

the first 3 centuries by Christians in the east & west, that the child in the 

womb is one of us from the time of conception. The earliest Christian text we

have that explicitly discussed abortion is the Didache ‘ Do not kill a child by 

abortion, or kill a new-born infant’. Critics will sometimes note that Christians

did not always view early abortions as seriously as they did later abortions 

(after animation). 

Such observations miss the point, Christians used the best information they 

had available to determine when an individual human being came into 

existence; hence under the influence of Aristotelian biology in later centuries

in the west, the distinction between formed & unformed embryos was for a 

time influential. But at whatever point Christians believed an individual 

human being to have come into existence they regarded abortion as gravely 

sinful. 

In Jones book ‘ the soul of the embryo’ he states ‘ the constant & consistent 

Christian tradition from early Church to 19th C. repudiated abortion at any 

stage of pregnancy, while offering different penances as a means to 

reconciliation. The usual method was by drugs sometimes associated with 
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magic, with danger to the user. The motive animating it was seen variously 

as shame, as avarice as lust. Therapeutic reasons were never justified, it was

agreed that abortion was a violation of the love owed to one’s neighbour, a 

failure of maternal love, failure to have reverence for God the creator. 

Rejecting abortion proudly acclaimed attitude of the Christian community. 

Abortion was viewed as sin but not murder until the embryo was animated 

by a human soul. 
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